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When I met Carl Adam:
➡     before 1970 as a student at the GMD

➡     at the 1st Advanced Course at Hamburg 1979
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appointment as a professor: 1987 
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first lectures 1988/89

„not before 11:00“ 

„consultation 3 hours fo!owing the lectures (daily)“
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celebration of his 65th birthday ...
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... including technical talks of R.Milner, W.Reisig and E.Schnieder
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one-week lectures in 1994 ...
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 ... and in 2004
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 ... and in 2004
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 ... and during many other events (Conference at Eindhoven, 2003)
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           INNOVATIONS

 Revised Order Axioms for Measurement

 Synthesis of „Discrete“ and „Continuous“          

 Derivation of Computing Primitives from 

smallest closed Signal Spaces
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Procedure
   By means of NET modelling, Petri translates
   the main tenets of modern Physics 
   into their combinatorial form.

      In that form, they are independent of scale, 
   and relate to direct experience as well as to 
   the sub-microscopic level.
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   Essentials of Net Theory

1. TWO  kinds of world points:

                     elements:         STATES     and     TRANSITIONS
e.g.       Substances   and         Reactions

3. TWO  kinds of continuity expressible:
Mathematical continuity (“connected and compact”)

Experienced  continuity  (“connected  indifference”)

   GIVE       and          TAKE
2. TWO  relations between world points:

           arcs:
e.g.         Creation      and       Annihilation

S                 T



The Framework for AxiomsThe Net Axioms

  Sep2 = Hausdorff Separation Axiom # 2  ( --> Conflicts are resolved ) 

A := ( F U F   )    ( S X T )

U -1  ( topological 
„at“:    ..s begins/ends 

at t )

nets occurrence

net morphism piles 16
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NET TOPOLOGY
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Measurement

     in the classical sense

            as related to

   the Uncertainty Principle 
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Four Theses on Measurement

 Every act of Measurement occurs in a Time Window. 
A         .             

 Measurement is, in essence, equivalent to Counting. *)    

 Continuous change (e.g. motion) goes unnoticed if not 
articulated by perceptible non-zero changes.                   

 Counting leads to a unique result only if the set of objects 
to be counted and the Time Window are under complete 
control.

1 second := 9 192 631 770  periods  (     Cs line)  *)  SI:     133
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Dn is the unavoidable              
possible miscount last second
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Law of Uncertainty of Counting
of indpendent events:

Traffic Statistics: How many cars
pass point X in one hour?

last second
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Classical Scale

Double Scale



Double Scale

time

Classical Scale
21
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momentum
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Uncertainty RelationInvariance Speed of Light

Equivalence of Energy and Mass Quantization of Energy
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L =
1�

1−

x� =
(x− vt)�

1− v2
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Invariance Speed of Light Uncertainty Relation

Equivalence of Energy and Mass Quantization of Energy

w :=
v

c2

slowness

[
sec

m
]

The Main Principles of Modern Physics in 
the form used by Petri

x� =
(x− vt)�

1− v2

c2

t� =
(t− vx

c2 )
�

1− v2

c2

y� = y z� = z

These results pertain also to macroscopic levels!

L =
1�

1− v2

c2

no mention of  c !
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Slowness Effects

This motion proceeds fastest if there is just one gap in front. 

Otherwise, we define SLOWNESS  w  as the quotient

The concept of slowness is a key to understanding repetitive 
GROUP behaviour. It can be applied to Organization, to Work 
Flow ( Just-in-time Production ), and to Physical Systems. 

gaps – cars 
gaps + carsw := / v (cars)         sec/m 

w :=
8 – 4               
8 + 4 / v   sec/m =  1/3 sec/m

car gap



w :=
4 – 4               
4 + 4 / v   sec/m =  0 sec/m
8 – 4               
8 + 4w := / v   sec/m =  1/3 sec/m
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Slowness Effects

car gap
1

gaps

w(gaps)

w :=
10 – 4               
10 + 4/ v   sec/m =  0,4 sec/m
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cars

gaps

t

w = 0

x

from

Minkowski Space

to

Petri‘s 
„natural coordinates“
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cars

gaps

t

x

w = 0.5
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The concept of SLOWNESS has its origin in Physics:

It appears in the symmetrical Lorentz Transformation

   x‘ := L ( x - v t ) ;    t‘ := L ( t - w x );     w := v / c 2

       w  is measured in  seconds (lost) per meter
 v   is measured in meters (gained) per second

We saw:

Hence, we saw an example of translation to macroscopic level .
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          Petri and Zuse saw no chance to 
implement their deterministic approach 
to Information on the level of Quantum 
Mechanics, because Observation and 
Measurement have unpredictable 
outcomes there.

   Therefore, they ended the co-operation.

        Determinism

                                                         Re-started in 2002:
   Petri saw a new chance for completing      

their work by following the guidelines         
of Nobel Laureate Gerard `t Hooft       
who proposes a deterministic model                      
on an essentially finer scale.     
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Gerard    ‘t Hoo!
writes in „Determinism beneath Quantum Mechanics“ (2002):

         “Contrary to common belief, it is not difficult to construct 
deterministic models where stochastic behaviour is correctly 

described by quantum mechanical amplitudes, 

in precise accordance  with the Copenhagen-Bohr-Bohm 
doctrine.  ......   
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 Conclusion  of  Gerard   ‘t Hoo!:  
   

Nature‘s fundamental laws are 
defined at the Planck scale. 

At that scale, all we have is bits 
of information.    

Gerard   ‘t Hoo!
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Petri goes one tentative step further to forbid the   
Destruction of Information, in order to establish a

Law of Conservation of Information
as a prototype of Conservation Laws in general.

Accordingly, he describes the physical Universe in terms of

Signal Flow and – equivalently – of Information Flow.

He derives the Information Operators from the idea    

      of space-time periodic movement of Signals in an 

                    INTEGER  MINKOWSKI  SPACE         
Petri‘s „natural coordinates“

    Determinism  excludes the Creation of Information.
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Petri‘s „natural coordinates“
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Petri‘s „natural coordinates“

folding
in

time
cyclic system

folding
in

space
finite system
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Petri‘s „natural coordinates“

folding
in

time
cyclic system

folding
in

space
finite system
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Osci'ator !
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Petri‘s „natural coordinates“

Folding the Space-Time image of a parallelogram to a „Cycloid“ 
represents signal movement periodic in space and time.



Folding the Space-Time image of a parallelogram to a „Cycloid“ 
represents signal movement periodic in space and time.

Information Operators are derived from the idea of 
space-time periodic movement of Signals in an INTEGER  

MINKOWSKI  SPACE

Petri‘s „natural coordinates“         
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=

isomorphic graph

Petri‘s „natural coordinates“

osci'ator

New orientation of arrows!
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x = a
y = a XOR b Exclusive OR
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A central idea of Combinatorial Modelling:

The use the Trajectories of Particles

as  NATURAL  COORDINATES
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((α, β), (γ, δ))
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((α, β), (γ, δ))

((4, 0), (0, 2))
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How  the Net constructs can be generated from the rough images

Quine‘s Function Q(a,b,c)
means

if  b = 0 then a else c

on cylinder
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How  the Net constructs can be generated from the rough images



The Behaviour Net of this „Universe“ is 
periodic  because of the finiteness of 
that Universe.  Its size  can be estimated  
as  2^2^2^2^2^2 .

It consists of cyclic     
Signal Histories    

over all time

If Information loss occurs, the Behaviour 
Net  is  not periodic,  nor  are  the  Signal 
Paths cyclic.  Determinism is still holding.

`t Hooft likes that better .
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The Planck scale:
On this scale, the unit of length is
1.6  atto-atto-meters ( 10^-36 m ),
the unit of time is 5.4  10^-44 sec.

  This is the scale for describing
„Quantum Foam“ ( Zuse‘s words ),
the scale of String Theories, where
gravity, Quantum Field Theory,and
General Relativity are included; as
yet an unfinished research project.

To detect structure at this level, particles with an energy of more
than 10^31 GigaelectronVolt would be needed ( E ~ 1000 GeV
are available today ), but the Uncertainty Principle takes full
power at this scale, so observation in the usual sense is futile.
Also, our energies are still short by a factor of  10^28. Moreover,
six or seven additional parameters („dimensions“) are needed !
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The Planck scale:
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the scale of String Theories, where
gravity, Quantum Field Theory,and
General Relativity are included; as
yet an unfinished research project.

To detect structure at this level, particles with an energy of more
than 10^31 GigaelectronVolt would be needed ( E ~ 1000 GeV
are available today ), but the Uncertainty Principle takes full
power at this scale, so observation in the usual sense is futile.
Also, our energies are still short by a factor of  10^28. Moreover,
six or seven additional parameters („dimensions“) are needed !

A corresponding particle accelerator for 
experimental research should have 

the size of our solar system.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_accelerator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_accelerator
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To come to the end

by these slides, partially based on Petris original setting

I hope to have given you

some insight into  those of Petri‘s

contributions, he  supposed to be essential  !

THANK YOU !
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